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GLOBE AND MAIL BESTSELLERPutting the old-school grease back in hockey, in the first ever
written eppie!Do you have trouble sniping top corns or landing a big conny? Keep missing the
net in praccy or losing all your tillys?Well boys, you might need the fundies.Canadian beauties
Olly Postanin and Jacob Ardown are natural athletes, and are here to show you how to be a
weapon on the ice. All the big-leaguers (like Connor McDavid and Drew Doughty, not a big deal)
come to Olly and Jacob for help on hockey fundamentals (the fundies); now you can get the
insider tips and tricks to become a legend yourself. With their crucie knowledge of what makes
hockey the best game in the world and all the greatest chirps, there is no other book like The
Fundies. This guide to dominating the sport covers everything: history, skills development,
throwing folded fives, training and choosing equipment, coaching, and all the ways to get
respect on and off the ice. The boys will grease you through all you need to know and, if you stay
focused, you’ll learn the essential skills necessary to dominate in the game. Throw on a bucket:
you’re about to be hit with some grade A knowledge.From blocking biscuits and tickling twine to
the perfect post-goal celly to impress the scouties, The Fundies is here to teach you how hockey
is supposed to be played.
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even know why we have to explain this.3DRESSING FOR PUCKAll the quippy quintessentials,
from buckets to wheels.4GENERAL RULESZones, PIMS, and special plays5DO AND DON’T
DOFlooding the scoresheet, cellys, and being an all around weapon6POSITIONSCan’t be a role
player if you don’t know your roles.7RUBBER LAUNCHINGFiring biscuits and Olly’s and Jacob’s
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us, you missed some things and now we gotta grease you through them again13LEGENDS
LOUNGEInterviews and Q&Q with some devout followers of the fundiesCONCLUSION:
FUNDIES FOR LIFE!TRIBUTE TO HUMBOLDTACKNOWLEDGMENTSGLOSSARYA quick
breakdown of all the need-to-know terms before you can learn the fundies. There’s a lot of



ground to cover, so you’ll need to keep up.Apple – assisted goal, an assistB-way –
breakawayBacky – backhandBender – bad playerBennys – benefitsBisccy – the biscuit is the
puck, of courseBooger bag – nose, or faceBucket, bucky – helmetBurnin’ (hoof) – skating
quicklyC-check – cross-checkCappy – the captain, boysCelly – celebrationChally –
challengeCheese – shotChel – NHL, or NHL video gameChicken wings – armsChin curtains –
beardsClappy, clappies, clappers – slapshotCompy – composite stickConny – contractCrossies
– crossoversCrucie – crucialDimpies – golf ballsDome – headDuster – same as a benderElbies –
elbow padsEppie – episode (as in OTB video episode of the fundies)Face massagers – fistsFifth
line – officials, refs, and linesmenFinger pillows – glovesFlow – hair, or mop top (all beauties
have good flow)Folded fives – punchesFundies – fundamentalsGrease your snapper – shoot the
puckGreasy – style of playGrocery stick – useless playerHippie – hip checkIce piggy –
refereeJiblets – teethLettuce – hairLip sweater – mustacheMelon – your noggin (head)Missy – a
hard shot, but not in the netMop – same as your lettuce, or hairNumbies – hockey numberOne-
tee – one timer shotPigeon – winger, forwardPraccy – practice (gotta do it, boys)Pylon – slow
skater, or dusterRip rope – score a goalRichie – ritualRock pile – a pylon, boysRockets – babes,
hot girlsSeasy – season (also SZN)Scouties – hockey scoutsSetty – set-upShorty – short-
handed goalShouldy, shouldies – shoulder padsSin bin – penalty boxSnappie – snapshotSnizzy
(or snizz) – a goalSpenny – suspensionStripes – same as ice piggyStutty step – stutter stepSuey
– suicide passTarggy – targetTeamies – teammatesTendy – the brick house in the net, goal
tender, goalieTilly – a tilt, or fightTimby – the wood or timber, hockey stickT.J. – tape job on your
stickTop corns – top corner of the net (where Olly and Jacob shoot)Twig – timby, or the stick you
use to send bisccies to the tendyTwine – hockey netWarmies – warm-upsWheel – flirt (as in
wheelin’ the rockets)Wheels – skates, how fast you skateWrappy – Wrap-around goalWristy –
wrist shotZebra – referee or linesmanINTRODUCTIONHey boys, welcome to the first-ever
written eppie. If you’re reading this book, you probably already know Olly and Jacob, but in case
you missed a few details about our greasy hockey careers and how we started, let’s get you up
to speed.First, what are the fundies? Plain and simple, fundies are the fundamentals. The basics
of everything and anything hockey. You didn’t even know you needed the fundies until we broke
the Internet and introduced them to you. With the game getting softer every year, our presence is
needed more than anyone knows. If you want to be the best, you need to always move forward.
We aren’t just reckless with our bodies–we feel no pain because there isn’t any room for pain in
the fundies. That is why we are here: to teach you how hockey is supposed to be played.A lot of
people like to ask, “Why aren’t you in the league if you’re so good?” And we like to respond with
something like, “Are you going to ask stupid questions all day?” It’s easy to see that we are far
better than any player to enter the game. Each generation has a player that is unquestionably
talented, such as Al MacInnis, the great lip sweater that is Lanny McDonald, and today’s stars
like Brock Boeser and Connor McDavid. They still don’t have anything on us, though. Don’t
believe us? Why are they all asking to be in an eppie and learn the fundies from us? Without a
doubt, our advice and training could bring players like Lanny out of retirement and make him



even more successful than he was before. (Still waiting for that call, Lanny.)We don’t play in the
show because it isn’t at the level it needs to be for us to have any sort of challenge. That is why
we are training the entire NHL, one eppie at a time–to create some competition that would make
it worth our while to play. So, yeah, we are the best, and you need the fundies!1 WHO WE
AREOLLY POSTANIN RW • BANGLADESH TIGERSPlay-maker • Goal-scorer • Complete
package • Former MVP • Record holder for least amount of time played in one seasonOlly
Postanin is the name, boys. I started my life in Newmarket, Ontario. I guess you can say that is
where a legend was made. My journey began like any other kid growing up in Canada–rippin’
rope at a young age. My formative years were spent playing hockey in Elliot Lake, learning to
wheel on the mini skating rink my dad built on the deck in our backyard.I spent countless hours
perfecting my craft–shooting, skating, fighting, and…sitting on the bench. That’s right, boys, my
dad benched me. A lot. I’m still not sure why. Maybe it was because I was dummying my older
brother all day on the rink while he pretended he was Wayne Gretzky. Naturally, I took liberties
on him with a lot of slashies, a few hits from behind, you know–normal brother stuff.It was also
during this time that I scooped my first pair of cowboy boots. A lot of people ask me why I wear
the boots, and it’s pretty simple: they are the best footwear for running because they are so
aerodynamic. They’re built for speed, which makes me pretty much unstoppable.When it was
time to start playing organized hockey at the age of four, I was already an absolute weapon. Not
only was I the only player in Timbits Hockey that could raise the puck and go top corns on the
tendy (making him look like a complete pylon), I was also the only four-year-old kid to get
spenny’d for fighting. You may be thinking, “Who fights in Timbits Hockey?” Well, the kid I
dropped the mitts with was chirping me for wearing a Jofa bucket. He taunted me with “That’s a
dad helmet,” so naturally I did what any beauty would do–I dropped my finger pillows and tossed
a few hammers at his dome. I lost that fight but learned an important lesson: hitting the
scoresheet was the most important part in hockey–besides the flow, obviously.Because of my
prowess on the ice, I was scouted at an early age for the Bangladesh Pro League.It was a hard
decision to make: stay and play minor-league hockey or crush it overseas. So, like any smart ten-
year-old would do, I packed my duffle and all my mini sticks and hit the road (and the sea–
Bangladesh is a trek).After seven seasons playing pro in Bangladesh, I proudly led the league in
PIMs and least amount of ice time played. You’re probably wondering how I lasted so long and
accomplished so much in the league. Keep reading and you’ll learn some important secrets that
led to my record-setting career.JACOB ARDOWND • VIRGIN ISLANDS COCONUT
CUTTERSFastest wheels seen on ice • Well-rounded legend with mastery in all vital hockey
skills • Set and broke every record imaginable, including most games as a healthy scratchI have
played puck for as long as I can remember, setting unbreakable records, easily marking me a
legend. On top of that, I am also likely the humblest player in the game. Even if it seems like I’m
cocky, I’m not. I just know how great I am. There’s a big difference. I have been called the purest
of beauties. It should be easy to see why, but if you weren’t able to pick it up, I’ll break it down for
you.First thing to point out is the style, boys. Rockin’ the deadly lettuce on my dome, blazin’ in



the wind while I burn hoof. And, of course, the nasty beard. Facial hair is super crucial to your
game-play, boys; that’s why I chose to go with the “handle chops.” My favourite colour is plaid, so
naturally it’s the only vest I wear. And the Velcro wheels are built for speed.As for the game-play,
boys, I’m not sure where to start. I made it to the Virgin Islands Elite Hockey League because I’m
such a well-rounded player. I tore up the league with the Virgin Islands Coconut Cutters for
seven years. I was initially brought in because of my greasy snapper, but the league had no idea
what they were getting when I signed my big conny.Early in my career with the Coconut Cutters,
I set a record that still has not been beat and likely never will be: most stick infractions in one
period, boys. I set it high, racking up 13 infractions in the first period before the coach kicked me
out of the game. I hadn’t been scoring much at the time, trying to get into the routine of my new
team. So, like any natural athlete, I found a way to flood the scoresheet.Some people have
called me a “goal-scorer’s goal-scorer,” and some have said I’m more of a “family man
defenceman” just doing what it takes for the team. I see myself more as a natural goal-scoring,
stay-at-home defenceman, offensive-threatening enforcer. So, basically, the most well-rounded
player out there, to put it into layman’s terms.It was during the Bangladesh Pro and Virgin Islands
Elite Annual Cross-League Match-Up where Olly and I first met. With a fresh sheet between us,
the stare-down began, bench to bench. When we finally hit the ice on the same shift, we knew
some kind of magic was about to happen. It was showtime for the two best players on the ice,
and the score needed to be settled immediately. Olly could see I was a killer D-man, and when
he flicked the biscuit into the corner and charged full speed expecting to nail me, I dropped a low
hippie, sending him head-over-wheels into the glass. The crowd erupted–and not even ten
seconds into the shift, the finger pillows were off.Both of us knew we could each have had at
least six points that night, and everyone in the stands believed it, too. But scrapping was the only
way to settle this score. We went toe-to-toe, exchanging shots to the booger bag. Fists were
flying, buckets popped off, and the crowd went crazy. After no less than 72 punches each, the
zebras finally broke it up. The first go-around ended in a tie, so we knew we had unfinished
business. After serving our time in the sin bin, we got on the ice for round two. The result was
about the same as round one, though. At the end of the game, after 14 fights and 14 ties, we
discovered we’d each met our match, and there was mutual respect between a couple of
legends. Some people say those 14 fights and 212 punches will go down in history as racking
up the longest scoresheet ever recorded.Now that you know a little bit more about me and Olly,
and understand why you should be taking our advice, let’s spread some mayonnaise on a few
fundies. Buckle up, boys: the pages are about to get greased.2 THE GREATEST GAMEThe
game of puck is inarguably the greatest of all sports. It requires mastering speed, acing agility,
and pushing beyond physical exhaustion every time you play–all while balancing on a pair of
blades. This easily makes hockey the greatest game in the world. Anyone who thinks otherwise
can, quite frankly, kick pucks.So, how did the greatest game begin? That’s easy: it was actually
invented in our backyards. That’s right, you can thank the Postanins and Ardowns for creating
the great Canadian pastime, which forged a nation of puck players.Jacob’s ancestors played the



very first game of hockey. Sir Alfred Mackenzie Peter Purenet Ardown paved the way, forging a
legacy of legends. It is rumoured that Jacob’s skill and hockey sense are largely based on the
fact that hockey is literally running through his veins.The game of hockey began in 1899,
somewhere between what is known today as Vulcan, Alberta, and the Bay of Fundy near Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick. It started with the early players in a shootout-type game where
skaters used four- to five-foot sticks to push a frozen beaver tail past the goalkeeper, better
known today as the “tendy.” It was a first-to-50 game and matches could last up to seven
hours.The first hockey match involved the great Sir Alfred Ardown, who was both captain and
coach of his team. The team was down early in the first period, so Sir Alfred himself initiated
what is still the most used slash in the game: the Overhead Axe Chop. He broke nearly all the
opponent’s twigs, giving his team the upper hand and granting them the first win in the history of
hockey.Meanwhile, on the other side of the Bay of Fundy, a man named Sir Barret Bennet
Twigtwister Johnson Postanin IV was also shootin’ puck on a frozen sheet. He quickly got word
there were other men using sticks to play a game of deke the tendy with a frozen beaver tail.
Naturally, he challenged Sir Alfred to a match.Each team used a three-man system with their
biggest player as the tendy. The game went on all night–in fact, it lasted two-and-a-half days
straight. Neither team was willing to stop or even admit they needed a break. They were born to
play. Both teams believed they were the inventors of hockey, and pride wouldn’t let either back
down. They played on one of the largest lakes in the area. This made for a long skate for each
team to rip the crisp beaver tail between the pipes.Toward the end of day one, with both teams
driven to win, things began to get a little rough. The Postanins started to thread their twigs
between the feet of the Ardowns, which resulted in bodies hitting the ice hard. The Ardowns
weren’t about to concede and “the twig in skates” move only agitated them further. The next time
one of the Postanins tried to thread wheels, Sir Ardown himself came out of nowhere with the
first c-check in the history of the game. The grueling match ended when, days later, the Ardowns
scored the lone goal. The game was called so both families could finally get some sleep.Only
after this game did teams implement the concept of penalties. The rules and regulations were
modified in 1917, and all teams agreed to adhere to the new system. Thus was born the good,
old-fashioned, clutch-and-grab physical game of puck we know today.The lineages of the
Ardowns and Postanins have been gracing the hockey world ever since their first epic match. In
fact, the Postanins upped the ante by providing the very first championship cup to be won at the
end of the year.It was 1917 and Sir Barret Postanin hosted the month-long tournament. The
teams played one game a day for the entire month of February, and at the end of the month, the
team with the most wins took home the cup. The tourney and trophy were appropriately named
the Sir Barret Bennet Twigtwister Johnson Postanin IV Cup. Once again, this maverick of the
game made his mark, this time by giving teams something to play for.As it was his tournament,
Sir Barret Postanin decided that he would monitor and enforce all the rules of each game, even
those his own team was playing in. Unsurprisingly, the Postanins won the tourney due to heavily
biased reffing. Shortly after it ended, everyone complained about how the rules were enforced,



so it was agreed that future matches would have their own unbiased officials.As if that wasn’t
enough, he also invented the goal nets. These nets became the standard and were used in
game-play for over 60 years. Handcrafted from corral doors his henchmen would scoop from
farms across the land, each net was perfectly measured at 4×6. It is rumoured that he developed
these dimensions to maximize both scoring as well as injury. By keeping the net smaller, there
was a larger chance of the tendy getting hit.The Ardowns and Postanins are the only
documented families to have generations of hockey players that hearken back to the formulation
of the game. The Ardown name boasts an impressive eight generations at the pro level, with
each successive generation completing longer professional stints.The Postanin name has an
impressive 82 players of seven generations at the pro level. This is due to very large families.
From 1926 to 1941, an eager Postanin family created a whole team of Postanin children. In their
15 years of attempting to win with a family team, they only won a single game. Following the win,
the family retired the team and the younger players joined other clubs, playing against family
members for the first time.The latest generation of Ardowns and Postanins are the ones you
know and love today: Jacob Ardown and Olly Postanin. And, like our ancestors, we’ve surfaced
from our private training facilities to change the game again.The game is becoming less physical
and faster, and we need to remember the day when you had to be tough and skilled to survive
for any length of time. Because we have hockey in our blood, we possess skills that are second-
to-none and far superior to anyone who has ever played. But the good news for you is that we
are generous and want to share our knowledge.The keys to success for any player are the
fundies, and we are devoted to teaching them. Don’t be fooled, though–you probably will never
come close to our level. But keep in mind that even though we are way better than you, we are
even more humble. We’re also the best at being humble.That’s right, boys–we’re humble legends!
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Al, “Pro-Level hockey tips. I'm a Pro-level player in the Bangladesh league, and I learned
everything I know from this book. Buy this book and you'll be greasing hot biscuits top corns and
sniping tendies like me.”

NewDaddy41, “Hilarious !!!. Bought this for my 10 year old son who loves hockey. He's been
watching "On The Bench" youtube videos for years and this book is great. Any hockey fan would
love it”

Jam19Oak, “Love these guys!. Jacob and Ollie are the best hockey teachers any kid could ask
for! Read this book and listen to what the tell you. They know it all and can make you a great
player!  Someday my hockey player hopes to be on their level.”

Mrs. D., “He's reading!!!!!. My son loves these guy on YouTube. He says the book is hilarious .
Keeps him reading...”

SL, “Doesn't disappointment. Ideal for any hockey player.”

Moogs, “Learn me some Fundies!. The boys are great. Their vids are hilarious.This book is
excellent!Fundies for Everyone!”

Randy Sanders, “By far the best book I've ever read.. Phenomenal book by two legends of the
game. A must have for anyone who hopes to make it to the chell one day.”

nathan darling, “ON THE BENCH. Man! Ive watched on the bench for ever and these guys are
so funny they are literally changing the language of hockey i recomend any body who loves
hockey better get this amazing book our you might find your self in a tilly by me so get it!”

Rmk, “Great read. My son loves this book. I love that he's actually reading. This is the one book
he'll actually pick up and read on his own.”

Paul, “Good gift. Book was a great read, funny. Good gift for someone who might be interested,
especially high school kids level.”

Darlene H, “Awesome Book. The book came as described and is just like one bought at the
store.”

Mattyz350, “2 Thumbs up. Bought this because my sister dated one of the writers and first thing
she did when she saw the book was attack me and the book with a fork. I have a puncture



wound on my thumb. OTB is actually funny AF check the Youtube channel.”

Jenell, “Great buy for hockey fans. My son is going to love this book. I had some good laughs
skimming through it.”

The book by Olly Postanin has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 176 people have provided feedback.
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